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More Efficient Transnational Technology Transfer in the Environmental
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Coordinatore:
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Responsabile ENEA:
AMMIRATI FILIPPO UTT
Sito WEB:
http://metttes.innovationmalta.com/
Descrizione:
METTTES aims to double productivity in the mediation of transnational technology transfer agreements (TTTs). The target is
40.000 EUR per TTT, i.e. less than 50% of IRC status quo. The new approach is based on an analysis of what current or
forthcoming EU/ national legislation stimulates demand for innovative solutions, focussing on the important sector of
environment as an example, since this is influenced by legislation like no other. This technology demand is not derived at
enterprise (current IRC practic e) but instead at regional level (bundling). The regional demand is analysed in depth and
expressed in a detailed Regional Demand Profile (RDP) with high-quality, commercially interesting Technology Requests
which address both current and future demand (fo resight). The RDPs will mainly, but not exclusively, be performed in new
Member States or Candidate Countries. For each RDP, technological solutions will be identified, assessed and collated in a
TO portfolio. Potential donors and recipients, following int ensive preparation, exchange of information and pre-qualification,
are brought together at tailor-made Matching Events in the demand regions. These encompass comprehensive presentations
of the demand, e.g. by regional decision-makers, and of convincing tec hnological solutions by high-potential technology
providers from throughout Europe. METTTES thus aims to achieve at least 2-3 TTTs per RDP in the duration of the project.
The consortium will themselves compile two pilot RDPs and at least a further eight wi ll be prepared preferably from
sub-contractors through a call for proposals. These RDPs will be selected on the basis of their potential excellence and
financed by the project. The whole approach will lead to more efficient TTT mediation and higher quality results. Through the
participation of the Thematic Group Environment of the IRC network, of which 18 member organisations have already
confirmed their participation, automatic dissemination is guaranteed.
Attività svolta da ENEA:
N/D
Programma Quadro:
Sesto Programma Quadro UE (2002-2006)
Programma UE:
INNOVATION (2002-2006)
Tipo di progetto:
SSA - Azione di Sostegno Specifico
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Partner del progetto
Ruolo

Tipologia

Nome

Nazione

1

COORD

ALTRO

ZENTRUM FÜR INNOVATION UND TECHNIK IN NORDRHEIN-WESTFALEN GMBH

Germania

2

CONTR

RIC

CNR

Italia

3

CONTR

RIC

ENEA

Italia

4

---

IND

MALTA ENTERPRISE

Malta

5

CONTR

EDU

UNIV. OF TECHNOLOGY AND ECONOMICS BUDAPEST

Ungheria
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Keyword
Keyword associate al progetto dal database di CORDIS
ECONOMIC ASPECTS
EDUCATION, TRAINING
SOCIAL ASPECTS

Altre Keyword non presenti nel database di CORDIS
Altri indici non disponibili
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